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Theory and History

by Murray N. Rothbard

Ludwig von Mises published many books and wrote in his lifetime and posthumously. He wrote on many important topics in the history of economic thought and application of economic science. But there are still many other topics for which Mises' work has important implications for policy and practice. This issue of The Ludwig von Mises Institute Newsletter is devoted to the memory of Mises' contributions to economic theory and history. It provides a comprehensive survey of Mises' works, and will be of interest to students and scholars of economics, political science, and social science in general.
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Special Book Review Issue

"AUSTRIAN ECONOMICS NEWSLETTER"

Volume 9, Number 3 Spring 1980


by Joseph M. Yovera, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1989, 361 pages, $35.00

_Selected by E. Kolchrist

The research that makes up Joseph Yovera's new book, Perception, Opportunity, and Profit, both editors and professors. They collectively analyze the price-setting mechanism and the role of the entrepreneur in society. The book is divided into five parts, each focusing on a specific aspect of the entrepreneur's role in the economy. The first part, "The entrepreneur," examines the concept of entrepreneurship and its importance in the economy. The second part, "The entrepreneur as a buyer," looks at how entrepreneurs make decisions when purchasing goods and services. The third part, "The entrepreneur as a producer," explores how entrepreneurs make decisions when producing goods and services. The fourth part, "The entrepreneur as a seller," examines how entrepreneurs make decisions when selling goods and services. The fifth part, "The entrepreneur as a manager," looks at how entrepreneurs make decisions when managing their businesses. The book is well-written and well-researched, and it provides valuable insights into the role of the entrepreneur in the economy.
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